
February 1, 2023
Dear Bud Families,

Hello, February! We are already two months into the
year, if you can believe it. January was filled with
exploration– not just of the arctic but of each child’s
independence and state of self. We have seen such
growth coming from each of the children in our
classroom. Whether it has been taking charge of their
potty work, learning to express emotions, or one of
the greatest things we have seen blossom in our
classroom– empathy for our classmates. The Buds
have been experts in their emotions! We have seen
so many instances of them recognizing the feelings
that they might be having as well as ones that their
classmates are having as well.

Some highlights of our Arctic Exploration
month have been, measuring ourselves against arctic
animals (most of us were just about as tall as an
arctic fox is long, but some or our taller classmates
were just short of an adult penguin!), going on an
alphabet scavenger hunt, making arctic snow, and
learning about blubber and camouflage! We’ve also
taken this month to really focus on letter recognition,
especially in our own names. There are even some
Buds in class who have started being able to spell
their own names.

In February, our curriculum will focus on the
body, exercise, and nutrition. The Buds will learn how
the things they do and eat affect their bodies! Those
yucky green beans at lunch time? Why, they have the
power to strengthen our bones! And all that good
sleep we get during naptime? It helps our brain work
even faster (not to mention all the cognitive and
developmental benefits)! We are so excited to launch
into learning about how taking care of our bodies can
help us grow stronger and smarter!

Some focuses that we are working on in February
include:

● Alphabet Sounds
● Cause and Effect
● Fine Motor Skills
● Classroom Community Awareness

The Buds spend time outside playing several times
each day. We know the kids absolutely love their
outdoor activities, so please be aware that mess comes
with learning and playing. A messy child is very often
a child who had a very adventurous day full of
learning!

Mastering independence is a critical skill at
this age. Because of its importance, we are working
hard to give each child responsibilities and duties to
be independent and take care of their own needs. To
help have success, please make sure that they don’t
have extra items to school. Items they need in their
cubbies are:

● Jacket, gloves, and hat
● Blanket and lovey for naptime
● A few changes of pants, shirts, underwear, and

socks in case of mess or accidents
We would appreciate if all items were labeled. Items
have a tendency to be placed in the wrong cubbies as
these Buds learn ownership! We want to make sure
everything goes home with the right family.

Thank you all for a wonderful January! We’re looking
forward to another wonderful month.

All the love, Miss Madeline and Miss Jillian.
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